
QUICK FACTS

+ 20 Standard Colors matching 
Deco-Crete’s Color Hardener & 
Integral Color Systems

+ Great for Restoration Work

+ Fixes Color Issues on New or 
Old Concrete

+ Complete Opaque Coverage

+ MADE IN THE U.S.A.

Deco-Crete Revival is an opaque color 
coating that can be used to give a whole 
new look to any unsealed existing
concrete surfaces. It will completely 
cover discolorations, stains, or any other 
blemishes that may be present. Revival 
may be used on interior or exterior, 
stamped, broomed, or swirl finished
concrete along with other cementitious 
surfaces. It is formulated to match
Deco-Crete’s most popular Color Hardener 
& Integral Color Systems as well as a 
natural color similar to cured concrete.

+ Interior or Exterior Concrete

+ Stamped Concrete

+ Broom Finish Concrete

+ Swirl Finish Concrete

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

+ Coverage Rate ________ 200 sq. ft. per kit*

+ Foot Traffic___________ 3 – 6 hrs.

+ Wheel Traffic _________ 48 hrs.

+ Packaging____________ 32oz. (A) & 6 oz. (B)

+ Shelf Life ____________ 1 year

+ Clean-Up ____________ Soap & Water

*Approximately 200 sq. ft. per kit which includes 2 coats

TECHNICAL INFO

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS

REVIVAL
Opaque Color Coating



STORAGE
+ Store in a cool place, out of direct sunlight. Keep away from sources of excessive heat, ignition points, open flames, or any 

reactive material(s). Keep container(s) closed when in storage.

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY. This product is intended for use by licensed concrete contractors that have the experience & training to use this product. The colors shown on the color chart are an 
approximate representation of concrete with a flat trowel & unsealed finish. Deco-Crete is not responbisble for application methods, finishing techniques, or any other variables that cannot 
guarantee the final appearance to be an exact match to the color chart. Deco-Crete strongly recommends that a representative jobsite sample be made for each product.

For tutorials & even more decorative concrete content, 
follow the QR code here or find us on social media.

DO NOT APPLY IF RAIN IS FORECAST WITHIN 8 HRS. AFTER APPLICATION. 
COVERAGE RATE
Approximately 200 sq. ft. per kit. (includes 2 coats)

SURFACE PREP
Concrete substrate must be a minimum of 30 days old & free of all sealers, membranes, & contaminants. Thoroughly power 
wash with a minimum of 3500 Psi & allow to dry for 24 hrs.

MIXING
Empty Part A (32 oz.) into a clean 5 gal. bucket. Fill Part A container with water & shake thoroughly, then dump into mixing 
pail. Repeat the fill, shake, & dump step two more times for a total of 3 times. Empty Part B (6 oz.) into bucket. Using a paint 
stick, scrape any remaining contents of Part B container into mixing pail. Fill Part B container with water & shake thoroughly, 
then dump into mixing pail. Mix with drill mixer on low speed for 1 min. Scrape sides & bottom of mixing pail with paint stick, 
continue mixing for an additional minute.
*It is normal for product to foam in mixing pail.

APPLICATION
Revival is a two coat system. Concrete substrate needs to be a minimum of 50°F prior to application. Apply using a car wash brush. 
Dip brush into bucket, agitate mixture, then apply generously to surface in a circular motion. While first coat is drying, continue to 
rebrush with a soft bristle flag tip broom to distribute color evenly. In warmer weather a second person is highly recommended, 
otherwise utilize saw cuts to work in smaller areas. Continue brushing with a soft bristle flag tip broom until surface is completely 
dry. A second coat of Revival will be required. Apply second coat as soon as first coat is dry & tack-free. Remix product using drill 
mixer prior to second coat to ensure proper pigment dispersion, then apply second coat immediately in same fashion as first. Any 
left over product may be used for subsequent coats for approximately 8 hrs. as long as it is kept in a sealed container that’s stored 
in a cooler place. Dry time may vary depending on weather conditons & porosity of surface. At 70°F product will dry in about 30 
min. On hot days, it is recommened to apply product in the morning when the weather is cooler & the slab is out of direct 
sunlight. It is recommened to let Revival dry for 3–6 hrs. before applying Deco-Crete Texture Enhancer. Allow to dry 24 hrs. before 
applying concrete sealer.

ANTIQUING & SEALING
If applying Revival to stamped concrete the use of Deco-Crete Texture Enhancer is recommended to create an antiquing effect. 
Please refer to Deco-Crete Texure Enhancer Tech Sheet for full instructions. Deco-Crete D-One Sealer is recommended to protect 
from staining & to bring out full color of Deco-Crete Texture Enhancer.

PRO TIPS
+ For maximum bond to concrete substrate, use Deco-Crete Deco-Prep during cleaning process
+ Agitate material in mixing bucket with every dip of car wash brush during application
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